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THEORY AND THE NONHUMAN

THE FORCE OF THINGS
Steps toward an Ecology of Matter
JANEBENNETT
Johns Hopkins University

This essay seeks to give philosophical expressionto the vitality,willfullness, and recalcitrance
possessed by nonhumanentities andforces. It also considers the ethico-political importof an
enhancedawarenessof "thing-power"DrawingfromLucretius,Spinoza,Gilles Deleuze, Bruno
Latour;and others, it describes a materialismof lively matter to be placed in conversationwith
the historical materialismof Marx and the body materialism of feminist and cultural studies.
Thing-powermaterialism is a speculative onto-story,an admittedlypresumptuousattempt to
depict the nonhumanitythatflows aroundand throughhumans.Theessay concludes witha preliminarydiscussion of the ecological implicationsof thing-power
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... the lovely puzzles, the enchantingbeauty,andthe excruciatingcomplexity andintractability of actual organismsin real places.
---Stephen Jay Gould1
I mustlet my senses wanderas my thought,my eyes see withoutlooking.... Go not to the
object; let it come to you.
---Henry Thoreau2
It is neverwe who affirmor deny somethingof a thing;it is the thing itself thataffirmsor
denies something of itself in us.
--_Baruch Spinoza3
Seven-Up: You Like It. It likes you.4
AUTHOR'SNOTE:I am grateful to WilliamConnolly,Romand Coles, Jennifer Culbert,John
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CONTENDINGMATERIALITIES
In the early 1990s a literatureprofessorI hadjust met askedme whatI was
workingon, andI saidI was writinga book on HenryThoreau,whose interest
in the Wild seemed to me to foreshadowFoucault'sconcern with otherness.
My new friendrepliedthatshe didn'tmuch care for Foucault,who "lackeda
materialistperspective."At the time, I took this reply simply as herway of letting me know that she was committed to a Marx-inspiredpolitics. But the
comment stuck, and eventually provoked these thoughts:How did Marx's
notion of materiality-as economic structures and exchanges-come to
stand in for "a materialistperspective"per se? Why wasn't there a livelier
debate among contendingtheories of materiality?
Since thattime, there has been an explosion of political-theoreticalwork
on the (human)body as a materiality,indebted to, among others, MerleauPonty,Foucault,Luce Irigaray,andJudithButler.One hallmarkof this "body
materialism"(as I will call it) is its insistence uponlocating the body inside a
cultureor bio-culture.It has examinedthe micro- and macro-politicalforces
through which the (human) body is, among other things, gendered,sexed,
pacified, andexcited. Body materialism,in otherwords,revealshow cultural
practices shape what is experiencedas naturalor real.5Some of this genealogical workalso insists upon thematerialrecalcitranceof culturalproducts.
Sexuality,for example, is shown to be a congealed bodily effect of historical
norms and practices,but its statusas a humanartifactdoes not imply thatit
yields readily to humanunderstandingor control. The point here is thatculturalforms are themselves materialassemblages that resist.6
My essay takes off from that last insight: it features the recalcitranceor
momentof vitalityin things. But unlikethe generalaim of the body materialists, I want to give voice to a less specifically humankind of materiality,to
make manifestwhatI call "thing-power."
I do so in orderto explorethepossibility that attentivenessto (nonhuman)things and their powers can have a
laudableeffect on humans.(I am not utterlyuninterestedin humans.)In particular, might, as Thoreau suggested, sensitivity to thing-powerinduce a
strongerecological sense?
The thing-powermaterialismI am trying to develop draws from various
sources.In the backgroundis, again,Thoreau'snotionof the Wild,thatis, his
idea that there is an existence peculiar to a thing that is irreducibleto the
thing's imbricationwith human subjectivity.It is due to this othernessor
wildness, says Thoreau,that things have the power to addle and rearrange
thoughtsandperceptions.In the foregroundis a Lucretianfigurationof materiality as capableof free or aleatorymovements;a non-Newtonianpictureof
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natureas matter-flow,especially as it is developed in the thought of Gilles
Deleuze; and the Spinozist idea thatbodies have a propensityto form collectivities. To illustratethe affinitiesbetween organicandinorganicmatter,I cite
examplesfromeverydaylife, or whatThomasDumm calls "theordinary,"7as
well as from fiction, phenomenology, and naturalscience.
Thing-powermaterialismis a speculativeonto-story,a ratherpresumptuous attemptto depict the nonhumanitythat flows aroundbut also through
humans.Such a projectviolates TheodorAdorno's warningagainstthe violent hubris of Westernphilosophy,which consistently fails to acknowledge
the gap between concept and thing. For Adorno, the very most that can be
said aboutthe thing is thatit refuses to be capturedentirely by any concept,
that there is always a "nonidentity"between the two. A materialism like
mine, which fleshes out an ontological imaginaryof things and theirpowers,
is for him nothingbut an arrogantfailureto respect the inherentobscurityof
the thing. In response, I argue that projecting a moment of "naiverealism"
into one's political theory may foster greaterethical appreciationof thingpower, an appreciationthatI try,in a preliminaryway, to tie to an ecological
project of sustainability.
Thing-powermaterialismfigures materialityas a proteanflow of matterenergy and figures the thing as a relatively composed form of that flow. It
hazardsan account of materialityeven though materialityis both too alien
andtoo close for humansto see clearly.It seeks to promoteacknowledgment,
respect, and sometimes fear of the materialityof the thing and to articulate
ways in which human being and thinghood overlap. It emphasizes those
occasions in ordinarylife when the us and the it slipslide into each other,for
one moralof this materialisttale is thatwe are also nonhumanandthatthings
too arevital playersin the world. Like Thoreau,I hope to enhancemy receptivity to thing-powerby writing aboutit, by giving an account of the thingness of things thatmight enableme to feel it moreintensely.I pursuethis project in the hope of fosteringgreaterrecognitionof the agentialpowers of natural and artifactualthings, greaterawarenessof the dense web of their connections with each other and with human bodies, and, finally, a more
cautious, intelligent approachto our interventionsin that ecology.

THING-POWER
I: TRASH
On a sunny Tuesday morning, June 4, 2002, in the grate over the storm
drainto the ChesapeakeBay in front of Sam's Bagels on Cold Spring Lane
(which was being repaved),there was
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one large men's black plastic work glove
a mattedmass of tree pollen pods
one dead rat who looked asleep
one white plastic bottle cap
one smooth stick of wood

As I looked at these items, they shimmied back and forth between trash
andthing-between, on one hand,stuff to ignore(notableonly as a residueof
human action and inaction:the litterer'sincivility, the neighbor'sfailureto
keep the stormdrainclear,Sam's vermin-eradicationefforts,the Department
of Public Works'road maintenanceschedule) and, on the other hand, stuff
that commandsattentionas vital and alive in its own right, as an existantin
excess of its referenceto humanflaws or projects.The second kind of stuff
has thing-power:it commandsattention,exudes a kind of dignity,provokes
poetry,or inspires fear.
I was struck by the singular materialityof the glove, the rat, the bottle
cap-a singularitybroughtto light by the contingency of their co-presence,
by the specific assemblage they formed.8For had the sun not glinted on the
black glove, I might not have seen the rat;had the ratnot been there,I might
not have noted the bottle cap, and so on. But they were all therejust as they
were, and so I caught a glimpse of an energetic substantialitypossessed by
each of these things, things that I generally saw as inert. This opening was
made possible by the fortuityof thatparticularconfiguration,but also, perhaps, by a certainanticipatoryreadiness-a perceptualstyle congenialto the
possibility of thing-power.ForI came upon the glove-pod-rat-cap-stickwith
Thoreauin my head, who had encouragedme to practice "the disciplineof
looking always at what is to be seen," and also with Merleau-Ponty,whose
Phenomenologyof Perceptionhad disclosed "animmanentor incipientsignificancein the living body [which]extends,... to the whole sensibleworld,"
and had shown me how "ourgaze, promptedby the experience of our own
body, will discover in all other 'objects' the miracleof expression."'
I was struck as well by the way the glove, rat, cap oscillated: at one
moment garbage, at the next stuff that made a claim on me. Is trash stuff
whose power to move, speak, or make a difference has become dormantor
dead? (As so it is buriedin the landfill or cast adriftonto the Chesapeake?)
Trash,garbage,litter,dirt,debris,filth,refuse, detritus,rubbish,junk:materialities withouttheirthing-power.A "materialistic"way of life-insofar as it
requires buying ever-increasingnumbers of products purchasedin evershortercycles-thus displays an anti-materialitybias. In other words, the
sheer volume of products,and the necessity of junking them to makeroom
for new ones, devalues the thing." It disables and obscures thing-power.
After all, it is hardto discern,muchless acknowledge,the materialdignityof
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the thing when your nose is overwhelmedby the dozens of scents that "have
collected into stratain the departmentstore air"12or when your thoughtsare
scrambledby the miles of shelving at a superstore.There is a way, then, in
which Americanmaterialismis antimateriality.Too much stuff in too quick
succession equals the fast ride from object to trash.
Trash, garbage, litter, dirt, debris, filth, refuse, detritus, rubbish,junk.
Comparethe effect of thatlist to this mise-en-scdne:on an asphaltplatform,a
shiny black glove rests on a pollen mat, a prone ratin the foreground,bright
plastic cap and smooth wooden stick to the left. Here each thing is individuated, but also located within an assemblage-each is shown to be in a relationshipwith the others,andalso with the sunlightandthe street,andnot simply with me, my vision, or my culturalframe. Here thing-powerrises to the
surface. In this assemblage, objects appearmore vividly as things, thatis, as
entities not entirely reducible to the contexts in which (human) subjects set
them, neverentirelyexhaustedby their semiotics. To encounterthe gutteron
Cold SpringLane as a mise-en-scdneratherthan as trashis to glimpse a culture of things irreducibleto the cultureof objects. It is to become betterable
"to be surprisedby what we see."13
Flower Power,Black Power,Girl Power. ThingPower: the curious ability
of inanimatethingsto animate,to act, to produceeffects dramaticand subtle.

THING-POWER
II: CREATIVESELF-ORGANIZATION
Thing-poweris a force exercised by that which is not specifically human
(or even organic)upon humans.The dead rat stoppedme in my tracks,as did
the plastic cap andthe wooden stick. But the suspicionremains:was this captivatingpowerultimatelya functionof the subjectiveandintersubjectiveconnotations, memories, and affects that had accumulatedaround my idea of
these items? Was my immobilization simply the result of my sudden recollection of the web of cultural meanings associated with the images "rat,"
"plastic,""wood"?It could be. But what if all the swarming activity inside
my head was itself an expressionof a motility inherentto materialityper se?
In support of the latter view, Manuel De Landa describes the power of
nonhumanmaterialityto "self-organize":
inorganicmatter-energyhas a wider range of alternativesfor the generationof structure
thanjust simple phase transitions.... In otherwords, even the humblestforms of matter
and energy have the potential for self-organization beyond the relatively simple type
involved in the creationof crystals.Thereare, for instance, those coherentwaves called
solitons which form in many different types of materials, ranging from ocean waters
(where they arecalled tsunamis)to lasers. Then thereare ... stable states (or attractors),
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which can sustaincoherentcyclic activity.... Finally, andunlike the previousexamples
of nonlinearself-organizationwhere trueinnovationcannotoccur,there[are] ... the different combinationsinto which entities derived from the previous processes (crystals,
coherentpulses, cyclic patterns)may enter.When put together,these forms of spontaneous structuralgenerationsuggest that inorganicmatteris much more variableand creative thanwe ever imagined.And this insightinto matter'sinherentcreativityneedsto be
fully incorporatedinto our new materialistphilosophies.14

Kafka's"Caresof a FamilyMan"is a less scientificdepictionof thepower
of things to mobilize and re-form. The protagonist,Odradek,is a spool of
threadwho/thatcan runandlaugh.As animatewood, Odradekis theresultof
a "spontaneousstructuralgeneration"(to use De Landa's phrase). Like a
soliton, this particularmode of matter-energyresides in a world where the
line between inertmatterandvital energy,between animateandinanimate,is
permeable-and whereall things,to some degreeor other,live on bothsides.
The narratorof Kafka's story has trouble assigning an ontological category to Odradek.Is Odradekan artifact?But if so, its purposeis obscure:
it looks like a flat star-shapedspool of thread,and indeed it does seem to have thread
wound upon it; to be sure, these are only old, broken-offbits of thread,knottedand tangled together,of the most variedsorts and colors. ... One is temptedto believe thatthe
creatureonce hadsome sortof intelligibleshapeandis now only a broken-downremnant.
Yet this does not seem to be the case; ... nowhereis therean unfinishedor unbrokensurface to suggest anythingof the kind: the whole thing looks senseless enough, butin its
own way perfectly finished.15

Or is Odradeka living creature,a little person?But if so, his embodimentis
unlike that of any other person we've encountered. From the center of
Odradek'sstar there protrudesa small wooden crossbar,and "by means of
this latterrod. .. and one of the points of the star ..., the whole thing can
standuprightas if on two legs."And Odradeknot only stands,he is "extraordinarilynimble":
He lurks by turns in the garret, the stairway,the lobbies, the entrancehall. Often for
monthson end he is not to be seen; then he has presumablymoved into otherhouses;but
he always comes faithfullyback to ourhouse again.Many a time when you go out of the
door andhe happensjust to be leaningdirectlybeneathyou againstthe banistersyou feel
inclinedto speakto him. Of course, you putno difficultquestionsto him, you treathimhe is so diminutivethatyou cannothelp it-rather like a child. "Well,what'syourname?"
you ask him. "Odradek,"he says. "Andwhere do you live?" "No fixed abode,"he says
and laughs;but it is only the kind of laughterthathas no lungs behindit. It soundsrather
like the rustlingof fallen leaves. And that is usually the end of the conversation.Even
these answersarenotalways forthcoming;often he stays mutefor a long time, as wooden
as his appearance.16
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Like De Landa and Kafka, the Russian scientist Vladimir Ivanovich
Vernadsky(1863-45) also refused any sharp distinction between life and
matter.Eschewing that dichotomy,he preferredto speak of "living matter."
Vernadsky"madeevery attemptto consider life partof other physical processes and consistently used the gerund 'living' to stress that life was less a
thing andmore a happening,a process. Organismsfor Vernadskyare special,
distributedforms of the common mineral,water.... Emphasizingthe continuity of waterylife and rocks, such as thatevident in coal or fossil limestone
reefs, Vernadskynotedhow these apparentlyinertstrataare 'tracesof bygone
Deleuze, invokingHenriBergson'sCreativeEvolution,agrees:
biospheres.""'7
as
there
"a
is
halo of instinctin intelligence, a nebula of intelligence in
just
"a hint of the animate in plants, and of the vegetable in
there
is
instinct,"
animals."'8
Hylozoism: a doctrineheld, especially by early Greek philosophers, but
also by the Jains of India, that all matterhas life.

THING-POWERIII: CONJUNCTIONS
De Landa's soliton, Kafka's Odradek, and Vernadsky's living matter
upset conventional distinctions between matter and life, inorganic and
organic, passive object and active subject. These examples dramatizethe
ability of materialityto move acrossthose lines, varyingthe speed or level of
activity as it migrates from resting to mobile and back. Or, as a Spinozist
might put the point, to adjustits relationsof movement andrest in relationto
otherbodies. For Spinoza, this capacity is bound up with the fact that every
entity is a "mode"of one ontological substance(call it either God or Nature,
he said). Eachhuman,as one mode, is always in the process of enteringinto a
set of relationshipswith other modes. Because this set itself changes over
time (bodies move about, propelledby internaland externalforces), to be a
mode is, in turn,to mode-ify andbe modified. Natureaccordingto Spinoza is
a place wherein bodies strive to enhance their power of activity by forging
alliances with other bodies in their vicinity (and, in a parallel way, wherein
ideas striveto enhancetheirpower of activityby joining up with otherideas).
This process of mode-ifying is never underthe full control of any one body,
for it is always subjectto the contingency of aleatoryencounterswith other
modes. Thoughone goal of Spinozist ethics is to exercise a greaterdegree of
self-directionregardingone's encounters,humansare never outside of a set
of relationswith othermodes:we may learnto alterthe qualityof ourencounters but not our encounteringnature.19The relevantpoint for thinking about
thing-poweris this: a materialbody always resides within some assemblage
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or other,andits thing-poweris afunction of thatgrouping.A thinghaspower
by virtue of its operatingin conjunctionwith other things.
Spinozahelps the thing-materialistto rearticulatewhatis more often conceived as the subject-objectrelationship:the particularmatter-energyformation that is a humanis always engaged in a working relationshipwith other
formations, some human and some not. Deleuze and Guattari,in a similar
vein, locate humanitywithin a single cosmic flow of "matter-movement."
This autopoetic flow is capable of an astonishingly wide variety of mobile
configurations:it is "matterin variationthat enter assemblages and leaves
them."20This is not a world, in the first instance, of subjectsand objects,but
of various materialitiesconstantlyengaged in a networkof relations.It is a
world populatedless by individualsthan by groupingsor compositionsthat
shift over time. For example, the currentalliance Jane-keyboard-birdsong
(from the yard outside) will become anotherensemble of flesh, plastic, and
sound when, laterin the day, I drivein my car to the dentist.And once there,
in the dentist chair, the operative animal-vegetable-mineral-sonority
clusof
and
ter-and its degrees
types power-will again change.
What Spinoza and Deleuze and Guattarihere suggest to me is thatthingpower, as a kind of agency, is the propertyof an assemblage. Thing-power
materialism is a (necessarily speculative) onto-theory that presumes that
matterhas an inclinationto makeconnectionsandformnetworksof relations
with varying degrees of stability. Here, then, is an affinity between thingpower materialismand ecological thinking:both advocatethe cultivationof
an enhanced sense of the extent to which all things are spun togetherin a
dense web, and both warnof the self-destructivecharacterof humanactions
that are reckless with regardto the other nodes of the web.

IV:ACTANCY
THING-POWER
Thing-powerentails the ability to shift or vibratebetween differentstates
of being, to go fromtrash/inanimate/resting
to treasure/animate/alert.
Thingis
a
function
of
severalthings operatingat the
also
a
relational
effect,
power
same time or in conjunction with one another.I experienced a bit of this
thing-powerrecently while serving on a jury. There I encounteredthe Gun
Powder Residue Sampler. A small glass vial topped with an adhesivecovered metal disk, the Samplerwas dabbedon the suspect's handand then
proferredmicroscopicevidence thatthe hand had fired a gun or been within
threefeet of a gun firing.The Samplerwas shown to thejury twice by expert
witnesses and mentionedmanytimes duringthe course of the trial,each time
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gaining power. This small, at first apparentlyinert, arrangementof glass,
metal,andglue beganto presentitself as whatBrunoLatourcalls an "actant."
Unlike the term "actor,"an actantcan be eitherhumanor nonhuman:it is
thatwhich does something,has sufficientcoherenceto performactions, produce effects, and alter situations.Sometimes, says Latour,as in laboratory
experiments,a proto-actantemerges thatdoes not yet have a stabilizedidentity and is thus describableonly as a list of effects or performances.Here the
term "nameof action"is more appropriatethan actant,for "only later does
one deduce from these performancesa competence,"that is, an entity congealed enough to make a difference in the situation.21 Latour strives to
develop a vocabularyto bettercapturethe multiplemodalities anddegrees of
agency. Agency appears to him as a continuum, as a power differentially
expressed by all materialbodies.
The idea of agency as a continuumseems also to be presentin the notion of
"deodand,"a figure of English law from about 1200 until its abolishmentin
1846. In cases of accidentaldeathor serious injuryto a human,the evil thing
involved-the knife that pierced the flesh or the carriagethat trampledthe
leg-became deodandor "thatwhich must be given to God."Deodand, "suspended between human and thing,"22designated the instrumentof death or
destruction.In what can be seen as recognition of its peculiarkind of culpability, the deodandhad to be surrenderedto the Crownin orderto be used (or
sold) to compensatefor the harmdone by its movementor presence. According to WilliamPietz, "anyculturemust establishsome procedureof compensation, expiation, or punishment to settle the debt created by unintended
humandeathswhose direct cause is not a morally accountableperson, but a
nonhumanmaterialobject. This was the issue thematizedin public discourse
by ... the law of deodand."23
Thereis of course a differencebetween the knife that impaled a man and
the man impaled, and between the technicianwho dabs the Samplerand the
Sampler.But the thing-powermaterialistagreeswith JohnFrow thatthis difference "needsto be flattened,readhorizontallyas ajuxtapositionratherthan
vertically as a hierarchyof being. It's a featureof our world that we can and
do distinguish... things from persons.But the sortof world we live in makes
it constantlypossible for these two sets of kinds to exchange properties."24
The rat body, the bottle cap, Odradek, soliton, deodand. Or the selflevitatingplates andnapkinsof Balzac's Peau de Chagrin:therewas a "white
tablecloth,like a covering of snow newly fallen, from which rose symmetrically the plates and napkins crowned with light-coloured rolls."25Or the
humanbody and its "motorintentionality,"a kind of directionalityinside the
motion of an arm or hand that is not reducible, says Merleau-Ponty,to any
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subjective or self-conscious decision. For him, the body possesses the very
quality,thatis, intentionality,for which the categoryof mind was invented.26
Or the thing-powerof Nike shoes: they can producenarapathyin the bodies
of factory workers as well aesthetic pleasure in the viewers of its 2002
"Move"television commercial,which is filmed so as to revealuncannysimilarities between bodies in motion, be they basketballs and gymnasts or a
group of cyclists and a flock of birds.27
Today the tendency is to refer all expressions of thing-powerback to a
humanoperationconceived as its ultimatesource-to, for example, the cultural meanings invested in a rat, the no-return/no-depositpolicy governing
the bottle cap, or the corporategreed oozing from the Nikes. But whatif we
slowed this crossing from thing to human culture in order to reach a more
complex understandingof theirrelationship?To help us, we mightparadoxically recall a more naive orientationto the thing. I turnbriefly to the ancient
materialismof Lucretius.

A NAIVEMOMENT
In his De RerumNatura, Lucretius,Roman devotee of Epicurus,asserts
thatevery real and potentialthing is material.Thereis no supernaturalarena,
no immortalsoul. Though we sometimes experience things as if they were
"of" the spirit, this is only because we are embodied in such a way as to be
unableto sense some kinds andcollections of matter.ForLucretianmaterialism, there are bodies and void (the space in which they move), and that'sit.
As we shall see, the matterimagined in this materialismis not the lifeless
stuff of mechanistic theories of nature, but more like the vital force of
Spinoza's naturanaturans,a materialitythatis always in the processof reinventing itself, which William Connolly has describedas "a world of diverse
energies and strangevitalities that whirls aroundand through [us]."28I will
returnto this lively materialitylater;I'd like to focus now on Lucretius'swillingness to hazardan accountof matterat all, on his bold attemptto describea
somethingthatsubsistsbelow anythingspecifically human(even as thatmatter also constitutes human bodies and ideas). De RerumNatura depicts a
world thatpreexistsourarrival,constitutesourpresent,andwould endureour
departure.It claims to revealthe blueprintof being: herearethe smallestconstituentpartsof being (materialatomsor "primordia"),and here arethe principles of associationgoverningthem.It rejectsreligion anddisempowersthe
gods, presentsdeathas a reconfigurationof primordiamadenecessaryby the
essential motility of matter,andoffers advice on how to live well while existing in one's currentmaterialform. De RerumNatura is at once a book of
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physics, ontology, and ethics. I admire Lucretius's audacity: he claims to
describe the world as it is with or without us, for the most partignoring the
mediating role and idiosyncratic status of his perceptions, his Latin, his
"paganism."
It's hardto get away with thattoday.Contemporarymaterialistsmustcontend with a well-establishedcritiqueof the "naiverealist"claim to get underneath, behind, or in front of the mediating screens of subjectivity,cultural
formations,and perceptualbiases. The realist quests for the thing itself, say
the critics,but thereis no therethere-or, at least, no way for us to graspit or
know it. Adorno, for example, applies the criticism to Heidegger:
Realism seeks to breach the walls which thought has built around itself, to pierce
the interjected layer of subjective positions that have become a second nature....
Heidegger'srealismturnsa somersault:his aim is to philosophizeformlessly,so to speak,
purelyon the groundof things, with the resultthatthingsevaporatefor him. Wearyof the
subjectivejail of cognition, he becomes convincedthatwhat is transcendentto subjectivity is immediatefor subjectivity,without being conceptually stained by subjectivity.29

Adornoinsists, as do the "bodymaterialists"cited at the startof this essay,
that things are always alreadyhumanized objects. This object status arises
the very instantsomething comes into our awarenessor underour gaze. For
Marx,too, naive realism was the philosophy to overcome. He wrote his doctoraldissertationon the "metaphysicalmaterialism"of the Epicureans,andit
was partlyagainstits naivete and abstractionthathe would eventuallydefine
his own new "historicalmaterialism."Historicalmaterialismwould not be a
phantasmaticontological tale but a real social theory; it would focus not on
matterper se but on concrete, social materialities.Marx and Adorno themselves eschew any (explicit) ontology, they refuse to detach materiality
from humanity, and they seek to discredit as "naive"materialismsthat do
otherwise.
My view is thatwhile humansdo indeed encounterthings only in a mediated way, there nonetheless remains something to be said for the naivete of
naive realism.A momentof naiveteis, I think,indispensablefor any discernment of thing-power,if thereis to be any chance of acknowledgingthe force
of matter.A naive realism (which, in my case functions as an onto-story
ratherthanan apodicticaccount)allows nonhumanityto appearon the ethical
radarscreen. Yes, there is a sense in which any thing-powerdiscernedis an
effect of culture,andthis insightis a valuablecounterto moralisticappealsto
"nature."But concentrationon this insight alone also diminishes any potential we might possess to render more manifest the world of nonhuman
vitality.
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To "rendermanifest"is both to receive and to participatein the shape
given to thatwhich is received. Whatis manifest arrivesthroughhumansbut
not entirelybecauseof them:we bringsomethingfromourselvesto theexperience, and so it is not pure or unmediated.But a receptive mood with a
momentof naiveteis a useful counterto the tendency(prevalentin sociological and anthropologicalstudies of materialculture) to conclude the biography of an object by showing how it, like everything,is socially constituted.
To pursuean ecology of things is sometimes to resist thatpunchline, to elide
its truth,for it inclines thinkingandperceptiontoo much towardthe primacy
of humansand "thesubject."Lucretius'spoem, in contrast,gives centerstage
to the power of the specifically nonhumandimension of humansand other
things; it gives greaterlatitude to the capacity of things to move, threaten,
inspire, and animate the more obviously animated things called humans.
There is an advantage,then, to this naive realism:it "disavows... the tropological work, the psychological work, and the phenomenological work
entailed in the humanproductionof materialityas such. It does so, however,
in the name of avowing the force of questionsthathavebeen too readilyforeclosed by more familiar fetishizations:the fetishization of the subject,the
image, the word."30
Such a naive realismtakes humanfascinationwith objects as a clue to the
secret life of nonhumans.It seeks the holy grail of the materialityof the rat
body, the bottlecap, the wooden stick. It pursuesthe "actancy"of materiality.
The primordiaof Lucretius,for example, possess an amplitudeof agency,a
lively power to enterinto new combinations,to make a differenceand make
things happen. These matter-bitsare said to fall endlessly througha void,
though every now and then, withoutwarningand at no regularinterval,they
swerve from their downward path, bump into others, and thus form the
assemblages that constitutethe things aroundand in us:
at times quite undetermined and at undetermined spots they push a little from theirpath:

yet only just so muchas you could call a change of trend.[Forif they did not] ... swerve,
all things would fall downwardsthroughthe deep void like dropsof rain,norcould collision come to be, nora blow broughtto pass for the primordia:so naturewould neverhave
broughtanythinginto existence.31

Lucretius'sassertionof a primordialswerve in mattersays that the world is
not determined,thatan element of chancinessresides in the natureof things.
It also affirms that so-called inanimatethings have a life of their own, that
deep within themis an inexplicablevitalityor energy,a momentof independence from and resistanceto us and other things. A kind of thing-power.
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Deleuze and Guattariallude to the swerve when they say that that which
has a body by thatvery token has a spiritedness(an espritde corps), andeven
a kind of thrustor directionality(a nomos).32Thereis also an interestingrelationshipto be exploredbetween the swerve and HenriBergson's elan vital.33
Finally, a group of neo-Marxistscalling themselves "aleatorymaterialists"
endorse a modified version of hylozoism. They arguethatbecause classical
Marxism'simage of the structureof capitalismis more rigid and impervious
thanmanycontemporaryforms of power seem to be, materialismtoday must
reworkthe view of natureandhistoryinheritedfromMarxby acknowledging
somethinglike a surprisingswerve in matter.34
According to Antonio Negri,
for example, "aleatorymaterialismis a 'completely naked'materialism,"one
no longer conceived as the economic base of a social structurebut ratheras a
shimmeringand inherentlyunpredictable"horizonof presence."35
The materialismsof Lucretius,Deleuze, and Negri are impertinent:they
dare to speak of things as if from the perspective of the (cheeky) entities
themselves. They reserve a place in theory for the aleatory and in so doing
display a kind of respectfor the cunningthing-powerof things. And they do
so in partthrougha willingness to indulge in a moment of naivete.36

WALKING,TALKINGMINERALS
Thing-power materialism offers a contestable but, I think, auspicious
account of how it is that things have the power to move humans, the beings
who-in accounts that emphasize Augustinian free will or Kantianautonomy or Hegelian self-consciousness-are figured as self-movers. It emphasizes the sharedmaterialbasis, the kinship, of all things, regardlessof their
statusas human,animal,vegetable,or mineral.It does not deny thatthereare
differencesbetweenhumanandnonhuman,thoughit strivesto describethem
without succumbing to the temptationto place humans at the ontological
center.One way to do so is to distinguishhumans as things composed of a
particularly rich and complex collection of materiality.37In Jean-Francois
Lyotard's"PostmodernFable,"for example, "humankindis takenfor a complex materialsystem;consciousness, for an effect of language;andlanguage
for a highly complex material system"; Richard Rorty also suggests that
humanbeings are more complex animals,ratherthananimals "withan extra
added ingredientcalled 'intellect' or 'the rational soul."'38Vernadskysees
humans as a particularlypotent mix of minerals, as Lynn Margulis's summary shows:
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What struck[Vernadsky]most was that the materialof Earth'scrusthas been packaged
into myriadmoving beings whose reproductionand growthbuild andbreakdownmatter
on a global scale. People, for example,redistributeandconcentrateoxygen ... andother
elements of Earth'scrustinto two-legged, uprightformsthathave an amazingpropensity
to wanderacross, dig into andin countless otherways alterEarth'ssurface.Weare walking, talkingminerals.39

Thing materialismemphasizesthe kinshipbetween people andthings.So
far, the case for that kinship has proceeded primarilyby presentingnonhumanityas an active actant.But to make the case for kinship,mustit not also
be shownhow humanityparticipatesin thinghood?De Landacites bone as an
example of our interiorinorganicism;bone revealsone way in which we are
not only animal and vegetable, but also mineral:
... soft tissue (gels and aerosols, muscle and nerve) reignedsupremeuntil5000 million
years ago. At thatpoint, some of the conglomerationsof fleshy matter-energythatmade
up life underwenta sudden mineralization,and a new materialfor constructingliving
creaturesemerge:bone. It is almostas if the mineralworldthathadservedas a substratum
for the emergence of biological creatureswas reassertingitself.40

The emergence of bone "made new forms of movement control possible
among animals, freeing them from many constraints and literally setting
them into motion to conquerevery availableniche in the air,in water,andon
land."4,Here bone is a moverand shaker,mineralizationan agent.Thereis a
sense in which we are its object, and improvedin our own agency as a result.
Or perhapsit is most accurateto say thatagency is a propertyless of individual entities than of assemblages of humansand nonhumans.
The view thatthereis a thing-ness to humans,thatthe humancontainsno
distinct substance,but sharesthe elan vital of less complexly or differently
organizedthings,risksbeing used as ajustificationfor the instrumentaluse of
persons, for their objectification or commodification. Of course, what is
immoralhere is the goal of domination,not the act of recognizing the presence of the nonhumanwithinthe human.But the dangerof a harmfulor cruel
instrumentalismis real. It might,however,be mitigatedwhen the blurringof
the human/nonhumandistinction is combined with the attemptto enhance
the ethical standing of things. The danger of reducing subjects to "mere
objects" is most acute, I think, in a materialismin which things are always
alreadyon theirway to becomingtrash(wherematerialityis conceivedas the
dead other to life). Thing-powermaterialism,in contrast, figures things as
being more than mere objects, emphasizingtheir powers of life, resistance,
and even a kind of will; these are powers that, in a tightly knit world, we
ignore at our own peril. The perspectiveI am pursuingdoes not reject self-
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interestas one motivationfor ethical behavior,nor does it thinkit possible to
eliminate completely the conceptual "enframing"that Heidegger criticizes.
Rather,it seeks to cultivatea moreenlightenedself-interest,one cognizantof
our embeddedness in a natural-cultural-technologicalassemblage. Even
such an enlightenedunderstandingof interestis not always sufficientto provoke ethical behaviortowardother bodies. Ethical motivationneeds also to
draw upon co-feeling or sympathy with suffering, and also upon a certain
love of the world, or enchantmentwith it. This last source is best inspired, I
think, by an onto-tale that enhances one's awareness of the vitality of the
world with which one is enmeshed. Again, it must be said that the relation
between an ontology and an ethic is always loose, though the relation is
renderedless indeterminatewhen the temperin which the ontology is lived is
considered.

NEGATIVITY
AND THINGS
Because the humantoo is a materiality,it possesses a thing-powerof its
own. This thing-powersometimesmakesitself known as an uneasy feeling of
internalresistance, as an alien presence that is uncannily familiar.Perhaps
this is what Socratesreferredto as his daemon or nay-saying gadfly.42Recent
work in culturaltheoryhas highlightedthis force thatis experiencedas in but
not quite of oneself. This indeterminateand never fully determinabledimension of thingshas been called differance(JacquesDerrida),the virtual(Gilles
Deleuze), the invisible (Maurice Merleau-Ponty), the semiotic (Julia
Kristeva), and nonidentity (Theodor Adorno). Jean-Francois Lyotard
describes this obstinate remainder,which hovers between the ontological
and the epistemological registers,as "thatwhich exceeds every puttinginto
formor objectwithoutbeing anywhereelse butwithinthem."43These various
terms of art mark the fact that thing-power often first reveals itself as a
negativity, a confounding or fouling up of an intention, desire, schema, or
concept. But, as many of the thinkers named above have noted, such
negativity is also the same stuff out of which positive things emerge. It is a
negativitythatis profoundlyproductive:the materialitythatresists us is also
the proteansource of being, the essentially vague matrixof things.44
In the work of Derrida,Deleuze, Merleau-Ponty,Kristeva,and Adorno,
we find accountsof materialitypitchedat the same level as thatofferedby De
RerumNatura. These more recent onto-tales differ from Lucretius's,however, in their greaterfocus on the difficulty, even impossibility, of comprehendingmateriality.Adornohas perhapsgone furthesthere:he speaks of the
resistance as "nonidentity,"or the persistentlack of fit between concept and
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thing. Nonidentityis what is "heterogeneous"to all concepts, and it presents
itself as a painful and nagging sense that something'sbeing forgottenor left
out-despite the vigilance of one's attentivenessto the thing or the degreeof
one's conceptualrefinement.Adornodevises a "negativedialectics"as a way
of honing in on this nonidentity,which, he insists, can neverbe graspedfully
or reconciledwith us. I examinenegativedialecticsin whatfollows becauseit
offers an alternativeway of conceiving the nonhuman(not as thing-power
but as nonidentity),and because it offers a contendingmodel of what motivates ethicalaction(not fascinationwith a vital materialworldbutthepainful
experience of an absent absolute).
Adornoattemptsto deploy the negativityof nonidentity-its discomfiting
staticbuzz-to chastenthe humanurge to masterthe world. Negativedialectics is a style of thinking, a pedagogy really, designed to remind us that
but,
"objects do not go into their concepts without leaving a remainder"45
more importantly,to teach us how to stop raging against that nonidentity,
against, that is, a world that refuses to offer the "reconcilement"-between
concept and thing, self and other,natureand culture-that we (are said to)
desire. (For the thing-powermaterialist,the desire for "reconcilement"may
be less pronounced,given thateverythingis thoughtalreadyto participatein
a common materiality.46)
Just as the thing-powermaterialistpracticescertaintechniquesof the self
in orderto cultivateperceptualopenness to nonhumanforms of vitality and
agency,Adornorecommendspracticalexercises for trainingoneself to honor
nonidentity.One such techniqueis making the process of conceptualization
itself an objectof reflection.Conceptsalways fail to coincide with thingsand
conceptualizationalways works to obscure this fact, but critical reflection
can expose the inadequacyof concepts and thus open a tiny window onto the
nonidentity dispersed around them.47 A second technique is to admit the
"playfulelement"into one's thinking.The negativedialectician"knowshow
farhe remainsfrom the objectof this thinking,andyet he mustalwaystalkas
if he had it entirely.This brings him to the point of clowning. He must not
deny his clownish traits,least of all since they alone can give him hope for
what is denied him."48Adornosuggests, finally,thatthe negativedialectician
should engage in utopianthinking:she imagines emergentpossibilities and
does not restrictherself to the examinationof existing objects.49 Nonidentity
consists in those denied possibilities, in the invisible field thatsurroundsand
infuses the world of objects.
The self-criticismof conceptualization,the artof clowning, andthe exercise of an unrealistic imagination: such practices can lessen the "rage"
againstnonidentity,which for Adornois the drivingforce behindinterhuman
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acts of cruelty and violence. Going even further,he suggests that negative
dialectics can transmutethe anguish of nonidentity into a will to political
action:the object thwartsour desirefor conceptualandpracticalmasteryand
the sting of this refusalcontainsa moralmessage whichthepractice of negative dialectics can decode. The message is "thatsufferingoughtnot to be, that
things should be different. 'Woe speaks: "Go."'Hence the convergence of
specific materialismwith criticism, with social change in practice."50
Adornodoes not elaboratehow or why the pain of conceptualfailureprovokes a desire to redressthe socially induced pain of others.But even if one
grants that the pangs of nonidentity can engender the adage that "things
should be different,"such an awakeningof moraljudgment often does not
issue in "social change in practice."In other words, there seems to be a second gap, alongside that between concept and thing, that needs to be
addressed:the gap between recognizing the sufferingof othersand engaging
in ameliorativeaction. To the thing-powermaterialist,one powerful source
of the energy requiredto jump the gap is joy-joy as one expression of the
thing-powerof the humanbody,joy as a animatingenergygeneratedin part
by affectionfor a materialworldexperiencedas vital andalive.51The practice
of negative dialectics does not court the joyful affects, but is designed to
enhance feelings of guilt, suffering, and a hauntingsense of loss.52
Adorno founds his ethics upon attentiveness to nonidentity, an elusive
force that is discernible, in a dark way, in "the object's qualitative moments."53Qualitativesingularitiescan neverbe fully grasped,of course, andthe
best one can do is to "grope"toward "the preponderanceof the object."54
Adorno's invocationof the object is not a claim about a thing-powerdistinguishable(even in principle)from humansubjectivity.It is not the purposeof
negative dialectics, he writes, "to place the object on the orphaned royal
throneonce occupiedby the subject.On thatthronethe objectwould be nothing but an idol."55Adorno insists that the object is accessible only "as it
entwines with subjectivity"56 and speaks of the object's "preponderance"
merely as a counterto the dominantphilosophicalpresumptionin favor of an
absolute,transcendentalsubject.57But he retainsthe vocabularyof "subject"
and "object" as a bulwark against the naive realism of a third term, like
"thing,"which is supposedto be reducibleto neither.58Insteadof the spectacle of swerving primordia,Adorno offers the mysterious recalcitranceof
nonidentity.59He is extremely cautious about saying anything substantial
aboutthis force; to say too much, to narrativize,would be an act of hubris.
Nonidentityis darkandbrooding-it makes itself known, to the extent thatit
does, throughits mute resistance or infliction of pain.
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Adorno's epistemological task, then, is to better attend to that which is
essentially unknowable.This epistemological task dovetails with an ethical
one: to honor nonidentityas perhapsone would honor an unknowablegod,
holy but profoundly mysterious.In the most significant departurefrom the
thing-powermaterialismI have been developing, Adorno refuses to confine
nonidentityto an immanent,materialworld. It is truethatnonidentitymanifests itself throughthe experience of bodily pain, but Adorno does not rule
out divinity as a power behindor within this force. Of course, he rejectsany
naive pictureof transcendence,like that of a loving God who designed the
world. Who can believe this afterAuschwitz? he asks. "Metaphysicscannot
rise again,"but the desire for transcendenceenduresbecause "nothingcould
be experiencedas trulyalive if somethingthattranscendslife were notpromised also .... The transcendentis, and it is not."60
Adorno seems, then, to maintainthe possibility of transcendenceby honoring nonidentityas an absent absolute, as a messianic promise.6'A thingpower materialistmightrespondby invokingthe wondrousenergyof actants
as itself sufficientto warrantan honorablerelationto things, or to justify the
wisdom of proceedingcautiouslyin our engagementswith the world.To us,
resistances and swerves are less gestures of transcendencethan manifestations of the vitality of immanentforces thatflow throughus as well as course
over and under us. These forces are notfully knowable or predictable,but
theiraleatorydimension is not figuredas transcendent.Thing-powermaterialism, as an adventurousontological imaginary,offers a pictureof matteras
so active, intricate,and awesome, thatit's no disgraceto be made up wholly
of the stuff oneself. In this onto-tale, humansand their thoughts,like other
things, are part of a mobile set of materialassemblages, and no term like
"soul" or "spirit"is needed to express the (sometimes noble, sometimes
destructive,sometimes ineffable) complexity of humanacts or desires.
Adorno struggles to describe a force that is material in its resistanceto
human concepts but spiritual insofar as it is a darkor vague promiseof an
absolute-to-come. The thing-powermaterialiststruggles to describeforces
that, though never fully transparentto us, offer no such promise. Its hope is
placed, rather,in the prospectof becoming moreawake to the vitalityof matter. There is no definitive way to choose between these two ontological
imaginaries,and thatis why some find Adorno's approach,which explicitly
leaves open the possibility of a divinepower of transcendence,preferableto a
materialismthatseems to close the question.62Nevertheless,despitethetheological difference between a philosophy of nonidentity and a thing-power
materialism,both can be seen as sharingan ethicalurge to treadmorelightly
upon the earth.
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TOWARD
AN ECOLOGYOF MATTER
The force of the ordinary... can be obscured, reduced, or eliminated ... by a lack of
appreciationof the richness of its connections to the largerworld it composes.
--Thomas

Dumm63

Ecology can be defined as the studyor story(logos) of the place where we
live (oikos), or better,the place that we live. For a thing-power materialist,
thatplace is a dynamicflow of matter-energythattends to settle into various
bodies, bodies thatoften join forces, make connections, form alliances. The
Earth,then,is naturanaturans,a swarmof productiveactivity,or, as Deleuze
and Guattaridescribeit, "animmense AbstractMachine"whose "pieces are
the various assemblages and individuals, each of which groups together an
infinity of particles entering into an infinity of more or less interconnected
relations."In this ecological tale, "a fiber stretchesfrom a human to an animal, from a humanor an animal to molecules, from molecules to particles,
and so on to the imperceptible."64
For a thing-powermaterialist,humans are
in
with
always composition
nonhumanity,never outside of a sticky web of
connections or an ecology.
Thing-poweris the lively energy and/orresistantpressurethatissues from
one material assemblage and is received by others. Thing-power, in other
words, is immanentin collectives thatinclude humans,the beings best able to
recount the experience of the force of things. Thing-power materialism
emphasizes the closeness, the intimacy,of humansand nonhumans.65And it
is here, in a heightened sense of that mutual implication, that thing-power
materialismcan contributeto an ecological ethos. To call somethingecological is to drawattentionto its necessary implicationin a networkof relations,
to markits persistenttendencyto enterinto a working system.66 That system,
however, can be more or less mobile, more or less transient,more or less
conflictual: thing-power materialismdoes not endorse the view, absorbed
from the nineteenth-centuryroots of the science of ecology by deep ecologists, that"ecological"means "harmonious"or tending towardequilibrium.
To be ecological is to participatein a collectivity, but not all collectives operate as organic wholes.
I am not surejust how an increase in recognition of the force of things
would play out in terms of consumptionpractices.My hope is that it would
increase the deliberateness or intentionality involved-less thoughtless
waste, and so perhapsless waste overall. I do thinkthat a renewed emphasis
on ourentanglementwith things, an entanglementthatrendersus susceptible
to an arrayof dangersanddiseases as well asjoys andinspirations,is compatible with a "wise use" orientationto consumption. Tread lightly upon the
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earth,both because things are alive and have value as such and because we
should be cautious aroundthings thathave the power to do us harm.67
Thing-power materialism is also compatible with what James Nash
described as the ecological virtue of frugality.Distinguishablefrom austerity, frugality is a disciplined form of consumption, an "earth-affirming
norm,"a
'sparing'in productionand consumption-literally sparingof the resources necessary
for humancommunities and sparingof the other species that are both values in themselves and instrumentalvalues for humanneeds. Frugalityminimizes harmto humans
and other lifeforms, enabling therebya greaterthrivingof all life. At its best, therefore,
frugalitycan be describedparadoxicallyas hedonistic self-denial, since it is a sensuous
concern,or,as Alan Durningnotes, 'a truematerialismthatdoes notjust careaboutthing,
but caresfor them.'68

My primarygoal has been to give expression to thing-power.This is not
the same as questingfor the thing-in-itself.I don't seek the thing as it stands
alone, butratherthe not-fully-humanizeddimensionof a thingas it manifests
itself amidst other entities and forces. My contention is that this peculiar
dimension persistseven inside the ubiquitousframingof humanthoughtand
perception.I have also suggested that a playful, naive stance towardnonhuman things is a way for us to rendermore manifest a fugitive dimensionof
experience.In the momentof naivete,it becomes possible to discerna resemblance between one's interiorthinghood(e.g., bones) and the object-entities
exteriorto one's body. In the sympatheticlink so formed,which also constitutes a line of flight from the anthropocentrismof everyday experience,
thing-powercomes to presence.
In developing the idea of thing-power,my aim was to enliven the debate
over materiality-what it is and does. It is importantthat "materiality"be a
contested term in political theory, especially as it replaces "reality"as the
name for the stuff to which theory must be tied if it is to make a difference.
My friend'sassumption-that thereis really only one way to theorizethe relevance of materialityto politics-relegates othermaterialismsto the apolitical ether of idealism or aestheticism.But thing materialismis, I think,a viable competitor alongside the historical materialismof Marx and the body
materialism of cultural studies. I present it as a contestable figurationof
materialityamongothers,each of which emphasizesa differentset of powers
and does different political work. Historical materialism has tended to
emphasize the structuredquality of materiality-its ability to congeal into
economic classes, stratified patterns of work, and dominant practices of
exchange. Its political strengthlies in its ability to expose hiddeninjuriesof
class, global economic inequities, and other unjusteffects of capital flows
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and sedimentations.Body materialismhas tended to focus on the human
body andits collective practices(or artsof the self). It highlightsthe susceptibility of natureand biology to culture,and it exposes the extent to which culturalnotions and ideals are themselves embodied entities and thus materialities thatcould be reshapedthroughpolitics. Thing-powermaterialism,for its
part, focuses on energeticforces that course through humans and cultures
without being exhaustedby them. It pursues the quixotic task of a materialism thatis not also an anthropology.Its political potentialresides in its ability
to induce a greater sense of interconnectedness between humanity and
nonhumanity.A significant shift here might mobilize the will to move
consumptionpractices in a more ecologically sustainabledirection.
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